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Most of the methodologies published in literature on wastewater minimisation for batch
processes are based on short term scheduling techniques. When these methods are applied
to longer time horizons, the computational time becomes intractable, hence the focus of
this paper. This paper presents a methodology for simultaneous optimisation of production
schedule and wastewater minimisation in a multipurpose batch facility. The key feature of
the presented methodology is the adaption of cyclic scheduling concepts to wastewater
minimisation. The methodology is developed based on continuous-time formulation and
the state sequence network (SSN) representation. The methodology is successfully applied
to two common literature examples and an industrial case study to demonstrate its effec-
tiveness. None of the currently published wastewater minimisation techniques could solve
the case study for a time horizon of 168 h. However, through the application of the pre-
sented methodology, a time horizon of 168 h for the case study was reduced to eight cycles
with the cycle length of 23 h, for which the CPU time for the optimum cycle is 64.53 s.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The effect of industrial activities on freshwater resources has become more apparent in the past few decades. This has led
to an increase in freshwater and effluent treatment costs. In addition, the environmental legislation on industrial effluent
discharge has become more stringent. In this context it is necessary to develop tools to minimise wastewater generation
from industrial activities. Process integration is one of the methods that can be employed to ecologically minimise freshwa-
ter consumption and wastewater generation in processing industries. Through this method, water reuse/recycle within the
plant is identified before external sources are considered. In contrast to the conventional end of pipe treatment, process inte-
gration provides a more positive approach to minimise freshwater consumption and wastewater generation from an envi-
ronmental sustainability point of view.

Majority of the published work on wastewater minimisation are based on the principle of process integration. These tech-
niques can be classified into graphically and mathematically based techniques. The graphical techniques are based on pinch
analysis, which was originally intended for process heat integration. Wastewater minimisation using graphical techniques is
done in two steps. In the first step, minimum freshwater consumption is targeted and the second step involves the synthesis
of the water using network to satisfy the target. Mathematical techniques are mainly based on optimisation formulations.
Targeting and water using network synthesis steps are done simultaneously in mathematical techniques. However, most
of published wastewater minimisation techniques are dedicated to continuous processes operating under steady-state.
. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

Sets
P {p|p = time point}
J {j|j = unit}
C {c|c = contaminant}
Sin {sin|sin = input state into any unit}
Sout {sout|sout = output state from any unit}
S {s|s = any state} = Sin [ Sout

Sin,j fsin;jjsin;j ¼ input state into unit jg# Sin

S�in;j fs�in;jjs�in;j ¼ input state into unit jg# Sin

Sout,j fsout;jjsout;j ¼ input state into unit jg# Sout

Variables associated with wastewater minimisation
mwin(sout,j, p) mass of water into unit jfor cleaning state sout at time point p
mwout(sout,j, p) mass of water produced at time point p from unit j
mwf(sout,j, p) mass of freshwater into unit j at time point p
mwe(sout,j, p) mass of effluent water from unit j at time point p
mwr(sout,j, sout,j’, p) mass of water recycled to unit j0 from j at time point p
msin(sout,j, p) mass of water transferred from unit j to storage at time point p
msout(sout,j, p) mass of water transferred from storage to unit j at time point p
cin(sout,j, c, p) inlet concentration of contaminant c, to unit j at time point p
cout(sout,j, c, p) outlet concentration of contaminant c, from unit j at time point p
csin(sout,j, c, p) inlet concentration of contaminant c, to storage at time point p
csout(sout,j, c, p) outlet concentration of contaminant c, from storage at time point p
qws(p) amount of water stored in storage at time point p
tsin(sout,j, p) time at which water is transferred from unit j to storage at time point p
tsout(sout,j, p) time at which water is transferred from storage to unit j at time point p
twin(sout,j, p) time that the water is used at time point p in unit j
twout(sout,j, p) time at which water is produced at time point p from unit j
twr(sout,j, sout,j’, p) time at which water is recycled from unit j to unit j0 at time point p
ywr(sout,j, sout,j’, p) binary variable showing usage of recycle from unit j to unit j0 at time point p
yw(sout,j, p) binary variable showing the usage of unit j at time point p
ysin(sout,j, p) binary variable showing transfer of water from unit j to storage at time point p
ysout(sout,j, p) binary variable showing transfer of water from storage to unit j at time point p

Variables associated with production scheduling
tout(sout,j,p) time at which a state is produced from unit j at time point p
tin(sin,j, p) time at which a state is used in or enters unit j at time point p
qs(s,p) amount of state s stored at time point p
mout(sout,j,p) amount of state produced from unit j at time point p
min(sin,j,p) amount of state used in or enters unit j at time point p
yðs�in;j; pÞ binary variable associated with usage of state s at time point p
d(sout,p) amount of state delivered to customers at time point p
H time horizon for a single cycle

Parameters associated with wastewater minimisation
CE cost of effluent water treatment (c.u./kg water)
CF cost of freshwater (c.u./kg water)
M(sout,j, c) mass load of contaminant cadded from unit j to the water stream

MwU(sout,j) maximum inlet water mass of unit j
CU

inðsout;j; cÞ maximum inlet concentration of contaminant c in unit j

CU
outðsout;j; cÞ maximum outlet concentration of contaminant c from unit j

sw(sout,j) mean processing time of unit j

Qw0
s initial amount of water in storage

QwU
s maximum capacity of storage

Parameters associated with production scheduling
VU

j maximum design capacity of a particular unit j

VL
j minimum design capacity of a particular unit j
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Hu uppper bound of the cycle time length
sðs�in;jÞ mean processing time for a state

Q0
s ðsÞ initial amount of state s stored

QU
s ðsÞ maximum amount of state s stored within the time horizon

CF interest selling price of product s, s = product
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Very little attention has been directed towards the development of wastewater minimisation techniques for batch pro-
cesses. This is due to time dependence of batch operations. Thus, wastewater minimisation in batch processes is generally
more challenging than their continuous counterparts. Unlike continuous processes, batch processes are intrinsically flexible.
A variety of products can be produced through the sharing of the same equipment in the plant. Batch processing mode is
favourable for the production of high-value-added chemicals such as pharmaceuticals, foods, fine chemicals, and agrochem-
icals. As demands for such products are highly seasonal and low in volume, the flexibility of batch processes is often pre-
ferred. However, this flexibility leads to extra complexity in the design and operation of the plant. As multiple tasks can
be performed in the same equipment, optimal task scheduling becomes exceedingly crucial when developing cost effective
techniques for wastewater minimisation.

Some of the contribution in graphically based techniques includes the work by Wang and Smith [1], Majozi et al. [2], Foo
et al. [3], Hallale [4], Yongjian et al. [5] and Chen and Lee [6]. Besides their strength of providing good insight into the syn-
thesis problem, graphical techniques have two common major drawbacks. Firstly, the schedule must be predefined ahead of
the target. Therefore, the obtained water target is schedule specific. Secondly, graphical techniques are not capable of dealing
with streams characterised by multiple contaminants, due to the multiple dimensions introduced. Due to this drawback,
graphical techniques have limited practical applications since multiple contaminants streams are common occurrence in
practice.

Mathematical techniques can easily address the drawbacks of graphical techniques since they are not limited in dimen-
sion. However, it should be mentioned that most of the mathematical techniques for batch water network do not truly
address the time dependence of batch processes. Therefore, mathematical techniques can be categorised into two struc-
tures, sequential and simultaneous framework. In the sequential framework, the production schedule is predetermined
prior to the synthesis of the water using network, which implies that time is treated as a parameter Gouws et al. [7]. How-
ever, for simultaneous framework both the water using network and the production schedule are determined
simultaneously.

Some of the contributions under sequential framework are from Kim and Smith [8], Li and Chang [9], Shoaib et al. [10],
Chen et al. [11], Majozi [12], Liu et al. [13]. In contrast, less mathematical techniques have been developed under simulta-
neous framework. A few contributions under simultaneous framework involve the work of Cheng and Chang [14], Zhou et al.
[15], Majozi and Gouws [16], and Li et al. [17]. Besides the remarkable contribution of these techniques, they share a com-
mon major drawback. They are limited to wastewater minimisation in batch processes operated over a short time horizon.
When applied to problems with longer time horizon as traditionally encountered in practice, they experience computational
difficulties i.e. longer CPU time. Consequently, it is apparent that a methodology for wastewater minimisation in batch pro-
cesses operated over a long time horizon is needed.

Insufficient interest has been directed towards resolving the problem of long term scheduling. Chen et al. [18] presented
a mathematical technique for simultaneous scheduling and water minimisation for multipurpose batch plants. The tech-
nique comprised of two modules. The first module was concerned with scheduling for both short-term and periodic oper-
ations. The second module was concerned with the synthesis of the batch water network characterised by multiple
contaminates. The scheduling module was based on resource task network representation and the formulation resulted
in a mixed-integer nonlinear programme problem which was hard to solve. They proposed a solution strategy for both
short-term and periodic operations which was adopted from a reformulation-linearisation technique by Sherali and Ala-
meddine [19]. The proposed solution strategy could not be applied to the nonlinearity in the objective function of the peri-
odic operation model. To tackle this problem, the periodic operation model was solved for a series of constant cycle length.
The cycle length corresponding to the maximum profit was selected as the optimum cycle length. Thus, the cycle length
was not treated as an optimisation variable. A true optimum cycle length can only be realised when the cycle length is
treated as an optimisation variable.

Presented in this paper is a methodology for simultaneous production scheduling and wastewater minimisation for mul-
tipurpose batch processes operated strictly under batch mode over a long term time horizon. The methodology is an exten-
sion of the work by Majozi and Gouws [16] to incorporate cyclic scheduling techniques concepts originally proposed by Shah
et al. [20]. Furthermore, the presented mathematical formulation addresses both the start-up and the shut-down phase of
the cyclic period. The solution procedure used in this paper was adopted from the work by Wu and Ierapetritou [21]. This
paper is organised as follows, the problem statement is given in Section 2. The mathematical formulation is given in Section
3 followed by an illustrative example in Section 4. Section 5 contains the industrial case study where the practical applica-
tion of the developed methodology is demonstrated. The conclusions are given in Section 6 of this paper.
Please cite this article in press as: D.R. Nonyane, T. Majozi, Long term scheduling technique for wastewater minimisation in multipurpose
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2. Problem statement

The problem considered in this paper can be formally stated as follows:
For each water using operation, given:

(i) the production recipe for each product,
(ii) the available units and their capacities,

(iii) the mass load, maximum inlet and outlet concentration for each contaminant,
(iv) water requirement and the cleaning duration for each unit to achieve the required cleanliness,
(v) the maximum storage available for water reuse, and

(vi) time horizon of interest.

determine the optimal production schedule which will generate the minimum amount of wastewater through reuse and
recycle opportunities. Reuse refers to the use of an outlet water stream from operation j in another operation j́, whereas re-
cycle refers to the use of an outlet water stream from operation j in the same operation j. It is worthy of note that the min-
imisation of wastewater generation is concomitant with reduction in freshwater consumption. The absolute minimum
wastewater generation can be achieved through a flexible rather than fixed schedule of the operations. Thus, time is treated
as a variable instead of a parameter in this paper.
3. Mathematical formulation

The concept of cyclic scheduling and the proposed mathematical formulation are presented in this section.

3.1. The concepts of cyclic scheduling

The concept of cyclic scheduling is based on the following axiom, which was originally proposed by Shah et al. [20]:
Consider a case where the time horizon (H) is much longer when compared to the duration of the individual tasks, a sub-

schedule exists with a much smaller time horizon (T), periodic execution of which achieves production very close to the optimal
production of the original longer time horizon (H).

The axiom is depicted in Fig. 1, the optimal cycle length being T on the diagram.
From Fig. 1, it is clear that some of the tasks cross the boundary of the optimal cycle length T. A task that has such an effect

can be viewed as a task extended past the cycle of interest notionally wrapping around to the beginning of the cycle. This
notion was introduced in the work by Shah et al. [20] and it is depicted in Fig. 2 by the tasks in units 2 and 3.

The key feature of the presented methodology is to adapt these concepts of cyclic scheduling into wastewater minimisa-
tion for batch processes.

3.2. Mathematical model

As aforementioned, the presented mathematical formulation is, in essence, an extension of the published work by Majozi
and Gouws [16]. The constraints considered in the mathematical formulation are divided into three modules. The first mod-
ule deals with the water mass balance constraints, for the case where a central storage vessel for reusable water is available
and a case where it is absent. The second module deals with the sequencing and scheduling constraints, i.e. time, for direct
and indirect reuse/recycle of water. The third module, which is presented in detail in the work by Majozi and Zhu [22], deals
with the necessary scheduling of operations for production purposes. More emphasis will be on the new constraints added to
cater for cyclic scheduling.
Fig. 1. The original time horizon H is much greater than the optimal cycle length T.
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Fig. 2. (a) Task 2 in unit 2 overlaps over the cycle. (b) Task 2 is wrapped around the beginning of the cycle.
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3.2.1. Mass balance constraints
In this sub-section all the essential water and contaminant mass balances are for a washing operation presented. It is as-

sumed throughout the formulation that none of the water using operation produce or consume water i.e. water is conserved
during a washing operation.
3.2.1.1. Mass balance constraints without storage. The mathematical formulation for multiple contaminant system without
storage is based on the superstructure given in Fig. 3, adopted from the work by Majozi and Gouws [16]. For each water using
operation, water into the unit is a combination of freshwater and water recycled from other units to that unit. Water leaving
the unit can either be discarded as effluent or be recycled/reused in other units. It is highly imperative to realise that the
water use and reuse variables shown in Fig. 3 correspond to the washing operation that follows immediately after the pro-
duction of a particular state in unit j, i.e. sout,j. Consequently, these variables are task-specific, which allows scheduling to be
readily embedded within the water reuse and recycle framework.

The first constraints considered are the mass balance constraints around unit j. Constraint (1) is a water mass balance over
the inlet of unit j. The total water into a unit is the sum of all the recycles to the unit and the fresh water into the unit j at time
Fig. 3. Superstructure for the mathematical formulation with no reusable water storage [16].
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point p. As aforementioned, it is assumed that any operation that takes place in unit j does not produce water. Consequently,
water is conserved as captured in Constraint (2). Constraint (3) is the outlet water balance from unit j. Here the total water
out of a unit is the sum of all the recycle streams to other units and the water discarded as effluent. Constraint (4) is a con-
taminant balance over unit j. The mass of the contaminants out of the unit j is the sum of the contaminant into the unit j and
the mass of the contaminant added during the washing operation of the unit. As there are more than one contaminants pres-
ent in the system the balance has to be done for each contaminant c. Constraint (5) is the definition of the inlet concentration
of contaminant c to unit j.
Please
batch
mwinðsout;j;pÞ ¼
X
sout;j0

mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j;pÞ þmwf ðsout;j; pÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð1Þ

mwinðsout;j;p� 1Þ ¼ mwoutðsout;j;pÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; ð2Þ

mwoutðsout;j;pÞ ¼
X
sout;j0

mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j;pÞ þmweðsout;j;pÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð3Þ

mwoutðsout;j;pÞcoutðsout;j; c;pÞ ¼mwinðsout;j;p� 1Þcinðsout;j; c;p� 1Þj þMðsout; cÞywðsout;j; p� 1Þ 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j;

p 2 P; p > p1; c 2 C; ð4Þ

Cinðsout;j; c;pÞ ¼
P

sout;j
mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j;pÞcoutðsout;j0 ; c;pÞ

mwinðsout;j; pÞ
; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j;2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C: ð5Þ
The outlet concentration of each contaminant c in unit j cannot exceed its maximum limit as stated in Constraint (6). Con-
straint (7) ensures that the total water into a unit j does not exceed the maximum allowable water for the operation in unit j.
Constraint (8) restricts mass of water recycled into the unit j to the maximum allowable water for operation in unit j. Con-
straint (9) stipulates that the inlet concentration for contaminant c into unit j cannot exceed its upper limit.
coutðsout;j; c;pÞ � CU
outðsout;j; cÞywðsout;j; p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; c 2 C; ð6Þ

mwinðsout;j;pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞywðsout;j;pÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð7Þ

mwrðsout;j0 ;pÞ � MwUðsout; jÞywrðsout;j0 ; sout;j; pÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð8Þ

cinðsout;j; c;pÞ � CU
inðsout;j; cÞywðsout;j;pÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; c 2 C: ð9Þ
The maximum water quantity into a unit is represented by Eq. (10). It is important to note that for multi-contaminant waste-
water the outlet concentration of the individual components cannot all be set to the maximum, since the contaminants are
not limiting simultaneously. The limiting contaminant(s) will always be at the maximum outlet concentration and the non-
limiting contaminants will be below their respective maximum outlet concentrations.
MwUðsout;jÞ ¼ max
c2C

Mðsout;j; cÞ
CU

outðsout;j; cÞ � CU
inðsout;jcÞ

( )
; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j: ð10Þ
3.2.1.2. Linearisation. Constraints (4) and (5) contain bilinear terms. This makes the model thus far nonlinear. These two con-
straints are not the only source of non-linearity in the model, as this will be more apparent as the rest of the formulation
unfolds. These nonlinear terms can be linearised according to the linearisation of bilinear terms proposed by Quesada and
Grossmann [23]. The detailed linearisation procedure of these terms is detailed in the work by Majozi and Gouws [16],
and appears in Appendix of this paper.

3.2.1.3. Mass balance constraints with storage. The mathematical formulation for the case where there is reusable water stor-
age available is based on the superstructure given in Fig. 4. This superstructure is similar to the previous one. However, there
is a central storage vessel available. The total water flowing into the unit in this case is the sum of the freshwater, the water
recycled/reused from the other unit and water from the central storage. The water leaving the unit is the sum of the water
going to effluent, water going to storage and the water being recycled/reused.

Constraints (1), (3), and (5) need to be modified to cater for the water from storage, thus yielding (11)–(13). The dif-
ference in the new constraints is that water into and out of the unit includes water from and to storage as well. More-
over, the inlet concentration is not only affected by the concentration from the previous recycle as in the previous case,
but also the concentration in the water from the storage tank as stated in Constraints (13). Constraint (13) contains
additional nonlinear terms due to storage. These additional nonlinear terms can be linearised in the same manner as
aforementioned.
cite this article in press as: D.R. Nonyane, T. Majozi, Long term scheduling technique for wastewater minimisation in multipurpose
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Fig. 4. Superstructure for the mathematical formulation with reusable water storage [16].
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Please
batch
mwinðsout;j; pÞ ¼
X
sout;j’

mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j; pÞ þmwf ðsout;j;pÞ þmsoutðsout;j;pÞ; 8j; J0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð11Þ

mwoutðsout;j;pÞ ¼
X
sout;j0

mwrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞ þmweðsout;j; pÞ þmsinðsout;j; pÞ; 8j; J0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð12Þ

cinðsout;j; c; pÞmwinðsout;j;pÞ ¼
X
sout;j0

mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j; pÞcoutðsout;j0 ; c; pÞ þ csoutðc; pÞmsoutðsout;j; pÞ; 8j; J
0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P:

ð13Þ
Besides the mass balance over water using operation, there also has to be mass balance over the storage unit. Constraint (14)
is the mass balance over the storage unit. The water in the storage vessel at a certain time point is the difference between the
water flowing into and from the storage vessel and the water possibly stored from the previous time point. Constraint (15) is
a water mass balance at the beginning of the time horizon. Constraints (16) and (17) are the definition of the inlet and outlet
concentration of the storage vessel, respectively. It should be noted that Constraint (17) is based on the assumption that the
contaminant concentration inside the storage is the same as the concentration of the exit stream. Constraint (18) is the initial
contaminants concentration of the water in the storage at the beginning of the time horizon, provided there is an initial
amount of water in the storage tank. Constraint (19) ensures that the water in the storage vessel does not exceed the storage
vessel’s capacity. Constraint (20) ensures that water flowing from storage to unit j does not exceed unit j capacity.
qwsðpÞ ¼ qwsðp� 1Þ þ
X
sout;j

msinðsout;j;pÞ �
X
sout;j

msoutðsout;j; pÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; ð14Þ

qwsðp1Þ ¼ Qwo
s �

X
sout;j

msoutðsout;j;p1Þ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; ð15Þ
cite this article in press as: D.R. Nonyane, T. Majozi, Long term scheduling technique for wastewater minimisation in multipurpose
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Please
batch
csinðc;pÞ ¼
P

sout;j
ðmsinðsout;j;pÞcoutðsout;j; c;pÞÞP

sout;j
msinðsout;j;pÞ

8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ð16Þ

csoutðc;pÞ ¼
qwsðp� 1Þsout;ðc;p� 1Þ þ

P
sout;j

msinðsout;j; pÞ
� �

csinðc; pÞ
qwsðp� 1Þ þ

P
sout;j

msinðsout;j;pÞ
; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ð17Þ

Csoutðc;p1Þ ¼ Cs0
outðcÞ; 8c 2 C; ð18Þ

qwsðpÞ 6 QwU
s ; 8p 2 P; ð19Þ

msinðsout;j;pÞ 6 QwU
s sysinðsout;j;pÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P: ð20Þ
As one would notice there are nonlinear terms in Eqs. (16) and (17). One of the nonlinear terms can be eliminated by substi-
tuting Eqs. (16) into (17). The nonlinear terms in the resulting equation are then linearised in a similar fashion to that pre-
viously discussed. Due to the discontinuous nature of batch processes, the mass balances are not enough to fully describe the
system. Sequencing constraints need to capture the discontinuous nature of the operation.

3.2.2. Sequencing and scheduling constraints
The sequencing and scheduling constraints pertaining to direct and indirect reuse/recycle are presented in this section.

The constraints are presented for both cases where there is a central storage vessel and where there is none. The sequencing
and scheduling constraints can be divided into three groups. The first group comprises of constraints pertaining to sequenc-
ing and scheduling of the washing operations. The second group comprises of constraints pertaining to direct recycle/reuse
of reusable water, whilst the third group comprises of the constraints necessary for the scheduling of storage vessel. These
groups are discussed below.

3.2.2.1. Scheduling constraints associated with the washing operation. Each water using operation in the time horizon has to be
scheduled accordingly, within the overall framework of operation scheduling. This is captured by Constraints (21)–(25). Con-
straints (21) and (22) ensure that unit j is washed immediately after a task that produced sout,j. Constraint (23) is the duration
constraint, which defines the starting and the ending times of a washing operation. Constraint (24) stipulates that the wash-
ing operation can only commence at time point p if the task producing sout,j was active at the previous time point. Constraint
(25) stipulates that only one washing operation can take place in a unit at any given time point.
twinðsout;j;pÞP toutðsout;j;pÞ � HUð1� ywðsout;j; pÞÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð21Þ

twinðsout;j;pÞ 6 toutðsout;j;pÞ þ HUð1� ywðsout;j;pÞÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð22Þ
twoutðsout;j;pÞ ¼ twinðsout;j; p� 1Þ þ swðsout;j; Þywðsout;j;p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; ð23Þ
ywðsout;j;pÞ ¼ yðs�in;j; p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; s�in;j ! sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; ð24Þ

X
sout;j

ywðsout;j;pÞ 6 1; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P1: ð25Þ
3.2.2.2. Water recycle/reuse sequencing constraints. Scheduling of the recycle/reuse streams is important because of the dis-
continuous nature of the streams. Reusable water can only be directly recycled/reused if the unit producing water and
the unit receiving water finish operating and begin operating at the same time, respectively. Constraint (26) stipulates that
recycle/reuse between units can only take place when the unit receiving the reusable water start operating at that time
point. The unit receiving the reusable water, however, does not necessary need the recycled water to operate, i.e. it can oper-
ate independently of the recycled water. Constraints (27) and (28) ensure that the time at which recycle/reuse of water oc-
curs coincides with the time that the water is produced. Constraints (29) and (30) ensure that the starting time of the unit
receiving water coincides with the time at which that water is recycled/reused.
ywrðsout;j; sout;j0 ; pÞ � ywðsout;j0 ;pÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð26Þ

twrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞ 6 twoutðsout;j;pÞ þ HUð1� ywrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð27Þ

twrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞP twoutðsout;j;pÞ � HUð1� ywrðsout;j; sout;j0 ; pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð28Þ

twrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞ 6 twinðsout;j0 ;pÞ þ HUð1� ywrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð29Þ

twrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞP twinðsout;j’;pÞ � HUð1� ywrðsout;j; sout;j’;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð30Þ
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3.2.2.3. Sequencing and scheduling constraints associated with storage. Constraints (31) and (32) ensure that the time at which
reusable water goes to storage coincides with the time at which it is produced. Furthermore, reusable water can only be sent
to storage at time point p if unit j has conducted a washing operation in the previous time point. This is captured by Con-
straint (33). However, the fact that unit j has conducted a washing operation in the previous time point does not mean that
the resulting contaminated water needs to be sent to storage.
Please
batch
tsinðsout;j;pÞP twoutðsout;j;pÞ � HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ywðsout;j;pÞÞ 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð31Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞ 6 twoutðsout;j;pÞ þ HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ywðsout;j;pÞÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð32Þ
ysinðsout;j;pÞ 6 ywðsout;j;p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1: ð33Þ
Constraints (34) and (35) ensure that the time at which water is used in unit j coincides with the time at which water is
transferred from the storage to the unit. Constraint (36) ensures that unit j is indeed active when the unit is using recycled
water from storage. The unit does not necessarily have to use the water from storage when it operates. A unit will not use the
water in storage if there is a violation of the inlet concentration of the water into the unit or if there is simply no water in the
storage vessel.
tsoutðsout;j;pÞP twinðsout;j;pÞ � HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ywðsout;j;pÞÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð34Þ

tsoutðsout;j;pÞ 6 twinðsout;j;pÞ þ HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ywðsout;j;pÞÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð35Þ
ysoutðsout;j; pÞ 6 ywðsout;j; pÞ 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P: ð36Þ
Constraint (37) ensures that when water is transferred to a unit at time point p, the time at which this happens is later in the
time horizon than any previous time water was transferred to other units at previous time points. Constraints (38) and (39)
ensure that the reusable water leaving the storage to different units at time point p leaves at the same time.
tsoutðsout;j;pÞP tsoutðsout;j0 ; p
0Þ � HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ysoutðsout;j0 ;p

0ÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p;p0 2 P; p P p0; ð37Þ

tsoutðsout;j;pÞP tsoutðsout;j0 ; pÞ � HUð2� ysoutðsout;j;pÞ � ysoutðsout;j0 ; pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð38Þ

tsoutðsout;j;pÞ 6 tsoutðsout;j0 ;pÞ þ HUð2� ysoutðsout;j; pÞ � ysoutðsout;j0 ; pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð39Þ
Constraint (40) is similar to Constraint (37), but applies to inlet streams to the storage tank. Constraints (41) and (42) ensure
that the time at which reusable water going to storage from unit j and unit j0 corresponds to the same time at the same time
point.
tsinðsout;j;pÞP tsinðsout;j0 ;p
0Þ � HUð2� ysinðsout;j; pÞ � ysinðsout;j0 ; p

0ÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p; p0 2 P; p P p0; ð40Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞP tsinðsout;j0 ;pÞ � HUð2� ysinðsout;j;pÞ � ysinðsout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð41Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞ 6 tsinðsout;j0 ;pÞ þ HUð2� ysinðsout;j; pÞ � ysinðsout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð42Þ
Constraint (43) ensures that the outlet time of water from storage tank at a time point occurs later than the inlet time at the
previous time point. Constraints (44) and (45) ensure that at time point p the time at which reusable water is moved to stor-
age is the same as the time at which water leaves the storage.
tsoutðsout;j;pÞP tsinðsout;j0 ;p
0Þ � HUð2� ysoutðsout;j;pÞ � ysinðsout;j0 ;p

0ÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p;p0 2 P; p P p0; ð43Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞP tsoutðsout;j0 ;pÞ � HUð2� ysinðsout;j; pÞ � ysoutðsout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð44Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞ 6 tsoutðsout;j0 ; pÞ þ HUð2� ysinðsout;j0 ;pÞ � ysoutðsout;j0 ;pÞÞ; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð45Þ
3.2.3. Production scheduling constraints
As aforementioned, the intricate details of this sub-section are presented in another publication Majozi and Zhu [22], but

it is briefly presented here for continuity purposes. Emphasis will be on the new constraints added to cater for the concept of
cyclic scheduling.

3.2.3.1. Capacity constraint. The capacity constraint, given by Constraint (46), ensures that the amount of material processed
in unit j at any time point p does not exceed the capacity of the unit.
VL
j yðs�in;j;pÞ 6

X
sin;j

minðsin;j;pÞ 6 VU
j yðs�in;j;pÞ; 8j 2 J; sin;j 2 Sin;j; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; p 2 P; ð46Þ
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3.2.3.2. Material balance constraints. Constraints (47)–(52), (54) are the mass balance constraints. These constraints ensure
that the conservation of mass around each unit and the mass of each state involved in the production is maintained.
Please
batch
X
sin;j

minðsin;j; p� 1Þ ¼
X
sout;j

moutðsout;j;pÞ; 8j 2 Sin;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1; ð47Þ

qsðs;p1Þ ¼ Q 0
s ðsÞ �minðs;p1Þ; s – product; 8s 2 S; ð48Þ

qsðs;pÞ ¼ qsðs;p� 1Þ �minðs;pÞ; s ¼ feed; 8s 2 S; p 2 P; p > p1; ð49Þ

qsðs;pÞ ¼ qsðs;p� 1Þ þmoutðs;pÞ �minðs; pÞ; s – product; feed; 8s 2 S; p 2 P; p > p1; ð50Þ

qsðs;p1Þ ¼ Q 0
s ðsÞ � dðs; p1Þ; s ¼ product; 8s 2 S; ð51Þ

qsðs;pÞ ¼ qsðs;p� 1Þ þmoutðs;pÞ � dðs;pÞ; S ¼ product; byproduct; 8s 2 S; p 2 P; p > p1: ð52Þ

qsðs;pÞ 6 Q U ; 8s 2 S; p 2 P: ð53Þ
3.2.3.3. Duration constraints. The duration constraint is one of the most crucial constraints as it addresses the intrinsic aspects
of time in batch plants. Constraint (55) simply states that the time at which a particular state is produced is dependent on the
duration of the task that produces the same state.
toutðsout;j; pÞ ¼ tinðs�in;jp� 1Þ þ sðs�in;jÞyðs�in;j;p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; p > p1: ð54Þ
3.2.3.4. Feasibility and time horizon constraints. A washing operation starts immediately after a task, i.e. if there is a task taking
place in a unit at time point p, a washing operation will take place at the next time point. This is captured by Constraint (24).
Constraint (56) ensures that a washing operation and a processing task do not coincide at the same time point. Constraint
(57) ensures that only one task takes place in a given unit at a given time point.
ywðsout;j;pÞ þ yðs�in;j;pÞ 6 1; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; p 2 P; ð55Þ

X
s�

in;j

yðs�in;j; pÞ 6 1; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; p 2 P: ð56Þ
For cyclic scheduling a task is allowed to cross the boundary of the cycle, as aforementioned, but its duration must not be
more than the length of two cycles (2H). Constraints (58)–(64) ensure that this is the case.
tinðsin;j;pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sin;j 2 Sin;j; p 2 P; ð57Þ

toutðsout;j; pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð58Þ

twinðsout;j;pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð59Þ

twoutðsout;j;pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð60Þ

twrðsout;j; sout;j0 ;pÞ 6 2H; 8j; j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð61Þ

tsinðsout;j;pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; ð62Þ

tsoutðsout;j;pÞ 6 2H; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P: ð63Þ
3.2.3.5. Sequence constraint within the cycle. Before using a unit, all the tasks must be complete in the unit including their
corresponding washing operations. Constraints (65) and (66) ensure that this is the case. For a unit that is suitable to conduct
more than one task, Constraint (67) is necessary in the formulation.
tinðs�in;j;pÞPtwoutðsout;j;p0Þ � HUð2� yðs�in;j;pÞ � ywðsout;j; p0 � 1ÞÞ; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p;p0 2 p;

p0 > p1; p P p0; ð64Þ

tinðsin;j;pÞPtoutðsout;j;p0Þ � HUð2� yðsin;j; pÞ � yðs�in;j; p0 � 1ÞÞ; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p; p0 2 p;

p0 > p1; p P p0; s�in;j ! sout;j; ð65Þ
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Please
batch
tinðsin;j; pÞP
X
sout;j

ðsðs�in;jÞ þ swðsout;jÞÞywðsout;j;p0 � 1Þ
n o

; 8j 2 J; sin;j 2 Sin;j; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p; p0 2 P;

p P p0;p0 P 2; s�in;j ! sout;j: ð66Þ
3.2.3.6. Mass balance between two cycles. Constraint (68) ensures that the amount of intermediate material needed to start
the current cycle is stored at the last time point of the previous cycle in order to maintain smooth operation without any
accumulation or shortage of material between cycles. This is the key constraint for cyclic scheduling.
qsðs; pÞ ¼ Q 0
s ðsÞ; s – product; feed; 8s 2 S; p 2 P; p ¼ jPj: ð67Þ
3.2.3.7. Cycle length constraint. Constraint (69) stipulates that the sum of all the durations of the tasks and their correspond-
ing washing operations in a processing unit must be less than the cycle length.
X

sout;j

fðsðs�in;jÞ þ swðsout;jÞÞywðsout;j;p� 1Þg 6 H; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; p 2 P; p > p1; s�in;j ! sout;j: ð68Þ
3.2.3.8. Sequence constraints between cycles. Constraints (70) and (71) express the relationship between the last task of the
previous cycle and the first task of the current cycle in the same unit j to maintain continuity between cycles. Constraint
(70) stipulates that the first task in unit j of the new cycle must start after the completion of the last task and its correspond-
ing washing operation in the same unit j of the previous cycle. Constraint (71) holds for tasks which do not need washing
after its completion.
tinðs�in;j; p1ÞP twoutðsout;j;pÞ � HUð2� yðs�in;j;p1Þ � ywðsout;j;p� 1ÞÞ � H; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p ¼ jPj; ð69Þ
tinðsin;j; p1ÞP toutðsout;j; pÞ � HUð2� yðsin;j; p1Þ � yðs�in;j;p� 1ÞÞ � H; 8j 2 J; s�in;j 2 S�in;j; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p ¼ jPj; s�in;j ! sout;j:

ð70Þ
3.2.3.9. Objective function. The objective function takes the form of Eq. (72) for cyclic scheduling, i.e. performance index per
unit time. The performance index can either be the maximisation of profit or the minimisation of effluent. This is dependent
on the nature of the given data for the problem.
Z ¼ Performance Index
H

: ð71Þ
A typical objective function for the maximisation of profit can take a form of Constraint (73), which is maximisation of profit
while taking into account freshwater and the effluent treatment cost.
Max Z ¼
P

s

P
pCPðsÞdðs;pÞ � CF

P
sout;j

P
pmwf ðsout;j;pÞ � CE

P
sout;j

P
pmweðsout;j;pÞ

H
: ð72Þ
The resulting mathematical formulation is an MINLP problem due to the presence of bilinear terms and a fractional term in
the objective function. The linearisation technique presented in the Appendix cannot be applied to the objective function. It
is important to mention that for presented model, global optimality cannot be guaranteed through the application of the
technique presented in the Appendix. However, the technique can be used to provide a feasible starting point prior to solving
the model.
3.2.3.10. Solution procedure. The solution procedure is adopted from Wu and Ierapetritou [21]. The optimum cycle length is
first determined from the methodology presented in this section with the objective function taking the form of Constraint
(73). The results dictate the amount of intermediate products required to start the cyclic scheduling. With this data, the min-
imum duration of the initial period is determined through makespan minimisation problem. This is done to ensure the
existence of a feasible schedule to provide the required intermediates to start the cyclic scheduling period. The same prob-
lem is then solved with the objective of profit maximisation with the time horizon obtained from the solution of the make-
span minimisation problem. The intermediate products from the main period, cyclic period, are consumed in the final period
with the objective function being profit maximisation. With the initial, the cyclic and the final period known, a wastewater
minimisation problem with a longer time horizon can be solved. Two illustrative examples are provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the presented methodology.
4. Illustrative examples

This section contains two literature examples to illustrate the applicability of the presented methodology.
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4.1. Example 1 [24]

The illustrative example considered is a well-published multipurpose facility which is commonly known as BATCH 1 in
literature. It mainly consists of three chemical reactions which take place in two common reactors, Reactor 1 and 2 as de-
picted in Fig. 5. In addition to the two common reactors, the flowsheet also entails the heater and the separator, before and
after the reactors, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. The STN and SSN representation of the flowsheet are given in Fig. 6(a) and
(b), respectively. The data for this example are given Table 1.

This example was adapted to wastewater minimisation in the work by Majozi and Gouws [16]. The philosophy is that
the reactors need to be cleaned after each reaction in order to remove contaminants that are formed as byproducts, so as
to ensure product integrity. Data pertaining to cleaning tasks is shown in Table 2. It is important to note that the streams
are characterised by multiple contaminants, which is common occurrence in industry. The variation in performance in the
reactors could be ascribed to the different designs, which is indeed a common encounter in practice. In addition to this
data, it is known that the cost of freshwater is 2 c.u./kg water (c.u. – cost units), whilst the effluent treatment cost is
3 c.u./kg.

The method by Majozi and Gouws [16] in the absence of a central storage vessel was applied to the illustrative example
for different time horizons to demonstrate the common drawback of techniques currently available in literature and the re-
sults are given in Table 3. As aforementioned, when these techniques are applied to problems with a longer time horizons
they present longer computational times. The model was formulated as an MINLP. The model was solved using GAMS 22.0,
with CONOPT and CPLEX being the selected solvers for NLP and the MIP problems, respectively, in a DICOPT platform. All the
results presented in this paper were obtained using a Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz processor with a 512 MB RAM.

The results in Table 3 indicate that for a time horizon of 48 h, the solution could not be obtained. From these results it is
apparent that a methodology to solve scheduling problems for wastewater minimisation in batch processes for longer time
horizon is crucial, hence the proposed methodology.

The proposed methodology was applied to the illustrative example. From the solution procedure presented in Section 3,
the first step is to determine the optimal cycle length. The strategy used by Wu and Ierapetritou [21] to determine the opti-
mum cycle length was adopted. The time horizon range for determining the cycle length was 3–15 h. Instead of considering
the whole time horizon range, the time horizon was subdivided into smaller intervals as indicated in Table 4. The objective
function for the illustrative example is the maximisation of profit per unit time, as given by Constraint (73), repeated below
for convenience purposes.
Please
batch
Max Z ¼
P

s

P
pCPðsÞdðs; pÞ � CF

P
sout;j

P
pmwf ðsout;j;pÞ � CE

P
sout;j

P
pmweðsout;j;pÞ

H
:

The objective function comprises the product revenue, the freshwater and the wastewater treatment cost. For the objective
function presented above to be maximised, freshwater and effluent treatment cost must be minimised by minimising the
amount of freshwater used and wastewater generated per unit time.
Fig. 5. Flowsheet for BATCH 1 multipurpose plant.
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Fig. 6. (a) STN and (b) SSN for the literature example.

Table 1
Scheduling data for the illustrative example.

Units Capacity Suitability Mean processing time (s)

Heater 100 Heating 1
Reactor 1 50 Reaction 1, 2, 3 2, 2, 1
Reactor 2 80 Reaction 1, 2, 3 2, 2, 1
Still 200 Separation 1 for product 2, 2 for IntAB

States Storage capacity Initial amount Price

Feed A Unlimited Unlimited 0
Feed B Unlimited Unlimited 0
Feed C Unlimited Unlimited 0
Hot A 100 0 0
IntAB 200 0 0
IntBC 150 0 0
Impure E 200 0 0
Product 1 Unlimited 0 100
Product 2 Unlimited 0 100
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Table 2
Wastewater minimisation data for the illustrative example.

Maximum concentration (g contaminant/kg water)
Contaminants

1 2 3

Reaction 1 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.5 0.5 2.3
Max. outlet 1 0.9 3

Reaction 2 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.01 0.05 0.3
Max. outlet 0.2 0.1 1.2

Reaction 3 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.15 0.2 0.35
Max. outlet 0.3 1 1.2

Reaction 1 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.05 0.2 0.05
Max. outlet 0.1 1 12

Reaction 2 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.03 0.1 0.2
Max. outlet 0.075 0.2 1

Reaction 3 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.3 0.6 1.5
Max. outlet 2 1.5 2.5

Mass load (g)
Contaminants

1 2 3

Reaction 1 Reactor 1 4 80 10
Reactor 2 15 24 358

Reaction 2 Reactor 1 28.5 7.5 135
Reactor 2 9 2 16

Reaction 3 Reactor 1 15 80 85
Reactor 2 22.5 45 36.5

Duration of washing (h)

Reaction 1 Reaction 2 Reaction 3

Reactor 1 0.25 0.5 0.25
Reactor 2 0.3 0.25 0.25

Table 3
Results for BATCH 1 using method by Majozi and Gouws [16].

Time horizon (h) Objective function (c.u.) CPU time (s)

10 11537.5 0.31
13 19587.5 2044.44 (�0.57 h)
15 26830.556 56736.67 (�15.76 h)
48 – Intractable
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4.1.1. Results and discussion
4.1.1.1. Determination of the optimum cycle length without central storage. The results for the determination of the optimum
cycle length are presented in Table 4. The results presented in Table 4 are for a case where there is no central storage vessel
for reusable water.

As shown in Table 4, the optimum cycle length was determined to be 5.75 h corresponding to a profit per unit time of
2785.507 c.u. per cycle. The schedule for the determined optimum cycle length is given in Fig. 7. The values on top of the
blocks represent the amount of material processed in the unit for production purposes. A washing operation starts after
every material processing task, represented as the shaded blocks on the diagram. The values in the curly brackets represent
the amount of freshwater supplied to the unit for the washing operation and the value in the square brackets represents the
amount of reused water from one operation to another. In the absence of possible reuse and recycle the amount of freshwa-
ter consumption is 527.78 kg per cycle. Applying reuse and recycle concept, the amount of effluent generated was reduced
by 33.68% per cycle.
Table 4
Result for BATCH 1 using the presented methodology without storage.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

3–6 7 2785.507 5.75 73.792
6–9 8 2669.444 6 106.634

9–12 10 2774.517 9.25 2056.567
12–15 11 2154.762 12 1353.127
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Fig. 7. Schedule for the optimum cycle length without storage.

Table 5
Result for BATCH 1 using the developed methodology with storage.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

3–6 7 2907.246 5.75 274.233
6–9 9 2669.444 8.05 345.485

9–12 11 2847.954 9.25 1125.784
12–15 12 2579.407 12 2157.469
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4.1.1.2. Determination of the optimum cycle length with central storage. The cycle length for the illustrative example in the case
where there is a central storage vessel for reusable water was also determined. It is important to note that to truly minimise
wastewater generation in the presence of a storage vessel, the storage vessel must be empty at the end of every cycle. To
ensure that this is the case, Constraint (73) was added to the model. The results for this case are given in Table 5.
Please
batch
qwsðpÞ ¼ 0; 8p ¼ jPj: ð73Þ
As shown in Table 5, the optimum cycle length for this case is also 5.75 h corresponding to an average profit of 2907.246 c.u.
per cycle. The schedule for the determined cycle length in the presence of a central storage vessel is given in Fig. 8. The values
on the diagram are as described in Fig. 7 above. In the absence of possible indirect and direct water reuse/recycle the amount
of freshwater consumed is 518.89 kg per cycle. Applying reuse and recycle in the presence of a central storage vessel, the
amount of effluent generated was reduced by 59.53% per cycle.

It is important to note the margin of difference in reduction/savings for the two presented cases with and without central
storage vessel is quite big. This is due to the flexibility in the recycling and reusing time between the units, introduced by the
presence of the storage vessel. In the case where the storage vessel is absent, only direct reuse is possible which decreases
the degree of flexibility in the recycling and reusing opportunities.
Fig. 8. Schedule for the optimum cycle length without storage.
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Fig. 9. Initial period without central storage vessel.

Fig. 10. Final period without storage for a time horizon of 48 h.
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4.1.1.3. Wastewater minimisation without central storage for 48 h time horizon. The illustrative example could not be solved for
a time horizon of 48 h when the methodology by Majozi and Gouws [16] was used, as demonstrated in Table 3. Therefore the
proposed methodology was applied for 48 h time horizon. The time horizon was divided into three periods, as aforemen-
tioned in the solution procedure in Section 3. The optimum cycle length in the absence of central storage is as determined
above in Table 4 and 5.75 h, with the average profit of 2785.507 c.u. per cycle.

Six cycles were determined to provide enough time for the initial period, to produce the necessary intermediates, and the
final period to wrap up the intermediates. The CPU time for the initial period problem was 321.276 s. The duration of the
initial period was determined to be 10.35 h with an objective value of 6201.786 c.u. using 11 time points. The schedule
for the initial period is shown in Fig. 9. The freshwater usage without exploiting reuse and recycle opportunities is
1103.889 kg. Exploiting these opportunities the freshwater consumption and wastewater generated was reduced by 9.185%.

The duration of the final period was determined to be 3.15 h. This duration was determined from the duration of the total
time horizon and the duration of the other two periods. The CPU time for the final period problem was 65.73 s. The objective
value for this period is 18237.5 c.u., which was obtained using five time points. The schedule for the final period is shown in
Fig. 10. The freshwater consumption for this period was determined to 172.5 kg. There were no reuse and recycle opportu-
nities for this period as shown in Fig. 10.

The overall objective value representing the total profit, including the profit of the initial and the final period, for the time
horizon of 48 h is 41152.33 c.u. Disregarding the principle of reuse and recycle, the total freshwater consumption is
4443.069 kg. Exploiting all the possible reuse and recycle opportunities, the total freshwater consumption was reduced
by 26.287%.
4.1.1.4. Wastewater minimisation with central storage for 48 h time horizon. The same problem of 48 h was solved in the pres-
ence of a central storage vessel. The optimum cycle length in the presence of the storage vessel was determined to be 5.75h
with an average profit of 2907.246 c.u. per cycle, as abovementioned in Table 5. The procedure used to determine the initial
and the final period for the case without central storage vessel above was also used for the case with central storage vessel
and the results are presented in Table 6.

The corresponding Gantt charts for the initial and the final periods are given Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
The overall objective value representing the total profit for the time horizon of 48h in the presence of a central storage

vessel is 41990.7 c.u. The total freshwater consumption is 4089.579 kg in the absence of both direct and indirect water reuse/
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recycle. Exploiting all the available direct and indirect water reuse/recycle opportunities, the total freshwater consumption
was reduced by 47.088%.

To facilitate understanding of the presented results, the freshwater savings for the time horizon of 48 h in the presence
and absence of a central storage vessel are given in Table 7. The savings for the cyclic period are given per cycle and six oper-
ating cycles were obtained for both cases.
Table 6
Results for initial and final period with storage for the time horizon of 48 h.

Period Duration (h) Objective function value (c.u.) Water usage without storage (kg) CPU (s) Freshwater reduction

Initial 9.5 7197.222 866.239 254.675 8.35%
Final 4 17350 110 93.756 0%

Fig. 11. Initial period with storage.

Fig. 12. Final period with storage.

Table 7
Summary of freshwater savings for example 1.

Period With storage Without storage

Duration (h) Savings (%) Duration (h) Savings (%)

Initial 9.5 8.35 10.35 9.185
Cyclic 5.75 59.53 5.75 33.68
Final 4 0 3.15 0
Overall 48 47.008 48 26.287
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4.2. Example 2 [25]

This second illustrative example was presented in the work by Sundaramoorthy and Karimi [25]. It is similar to the first
example but considerably more complex. In this example, two products are produced through six processing units and seven
processing tasks. It consists of three reactions which take place in two common reactors and two heating tasks which take
place in one common heater. In addition, it involves one separation task and two mixing tasks which take place in two dif-
ferent mixers. The STN and SSN representation of the example are given in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The scheduling data
for this example is given in Table 8.

This example is adapted to wastewater minimisation in this paper to illustrate the applicability of the presented meth-
odology to a more complex multipurpose problem. The philosophy is that the reactors and the heater must be washed after
each production operation. This is to remove contaminants that are formed as byproducts in the units, so as to ensure prod-
uct integrity. Data pertaining to cleaning tasks is given in Table 9.

The method by Majozi and Gouws [16] could not solve the illustrative example when a time horizon of 168 h was con-
sidered. The proposed methodology was applied to the illustrative example with the same objective function considered for
the first illustrative example for a time horizon of 168 h. The results are presented in the following subsection.
Fig. 13. STN representation of the second illustrative example.

Fig. 14. SSN representation of the second illustrative example.
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Table 8
Scheduling data for the second illustrative example.

Units Capacity Suitability Mean processing time

Min Max

Heater 0 100 Heating 1,2 1, 1.5
Reactor 1 0 100 Reaction 1, 2, 3 2, 1, 2
Reactor 2 0 150 Reaction 1, 2, 4 2, 1, 2
Still 0 300 Separation 3
Mixer 1 20 200 Mixing 2
Mixer 2 20 200 Mixing 2

State Price Initial amount Storage capacity

Feed 1 0 10,000 Unlimited
Feed 2 0 10,000 Unlimited
Feed 3 0 10,000 Unlimited
Feed 4 0 10,000 Unlimited
Int1 0 0 100
Int2 0 0 100
Int3 0 0 300
Int4 0 50 150
Int5 0 50 150
Int6 0 0 150
Int7 0 0 150
Product 1 100 0 Unlimited
Product 2 100 0 Unlimited

Table 9
Wastewater minimisation data for the second illustrative example.

Maximum concentration (g contaminant/kg water)
Contaminant

1 2 3

Heating 1 (heater) Max. inlet 0.5 0.35 1
Max. outlet 1.15 0.65 1.5

Heating 2 (heater) Max. inlet 0.65 0.2 1.35
Max. outlet 1.5 0.7 2.5

Reaction 1 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.5 0.5 2.3
Max. outlet 1 0.9 3

Reaction 2 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.01 0.05 0.3
Max. outlet 0.2 0.1 1.2

Reaction 3 (reaction 1) Max. inlet 0.15 0.2 0.35
Max. outlet 0.3 1 1.2

Reaction 1 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.05 0.2 0.05
Max. outlet 0.1 1 12

Reaction 2 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.03 0.1 0.2
Max. outlet 0.075 0.2 1

Reaction 3 (reaction 2) Max. inlet 0.3 0.6 1.5
Max. outlet 2 1.5 2.5

Mass load (g)
Contaminant

1 2 3

Heating 1 Heater 7.5 13 20
Heating 2 Heater 11 15 25
Reaction 1 Reactor 1 4 80 10

Reactor 2 15 24 358
Reaction 2 Reactor 1 28.5 7.5 135

Reactor 2 9 2 16
Reaction 3 Reactor 1 15 80 85

Reactor 2 22.5 45 36.5

Duration of washing (h)

Heating 1 Heating 2

Heater 0.2 0.25

Reaction 1 Reaction 2 Reaction 3

Reactor 1 0.25 0.5 0.25
Reactor 2 0.3 0.25 0.25
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Table 10
Result for the example without a central storage vessel.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

3–6 8 4720.253 4.7 2391.904
6–9 9 5167.557 6.45 5042.156

9–12 10 3880.959 9.2 3845.292
12–15 12 3008.294 12 29239.092

Fig. 15. Schedule for the optimum cycle length without central storage.

Table 11
Results for initial and final period for 168 h time horizon.

Period Duration (h) Objective function value (c.u.) Water usage without storage (kg) CPU time (s) Freshwater reduction

Initial 6.7 12897.371 559.857 2923.03 8.00%
Final 6.5 42467.857 302.857 166.439 7.08%
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4.2.1. Results and discussion
4.2.1.1. Wastewater minimisation without central storage for 168 h time horizon. The procedure used in the first illustrative
example for determining the optimal cycle is used in this example. The time horizon range for determining the optimal cycle
length and the results are given in Table 10. The results presented in the Table 10 are for case where a central storage vessel
is absent.

The optimum cycle length was determined to be 6.45 h with an average profit of 5167.557 c.u. per cycle. The schedule for
the optimum cycle length for this case is given in Fig. 15. In the absence of possible reuse and recycle the amount of
freshwater consumed is 501.675 kg per cycle. Applying the concept of reuse and recycle, the amount of freshwater consump-
tion for the determined cycle length was reduced by 12.53%.

Considering the scheduling problem for the time horizon of 168 h, the proposed methodology determines 24 cycles of
operation. This leaves enough time for the initial and the final period. The results for the initial and the final schedules
are given in Table 11.

The corresponding schedules for the initial and final period are given in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively.
The objective value corresponding to the total profit for the time horizon of 168 h is 179386.596 c.u. The total freshwater

consumption for this time horizon is 12902.914 kg in the absence of water reuse and recycle. Exploiting all the available
reuse and recycle opportunities, the total freshwater consumption is reduced by 16.363%.
4.2.1.2. Wastewater minimisation with central storage for 168 h time horizon. The illustrative example for the time horizon of
168 h in the presence of central storage for reusable water was also considered. The optimum cycle length for the example
for case where a central storage was presented was also determined and the results are shown in Table 12.

The optimum cycle length for this case was also determined to be 6.45 h, corresponding to the average production of
5326.345 c.u. per cycle as shown in Table 12. The schedule for the optimum cycle length for this case is given in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 16. Initial period without storage for the time horizon of 168 h.

Fig. 17. Final period without storage for the time horizon of 168 h.

Table 12
Result for example with a central storage vessel present.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

3–6 7 4885.904 4.7 2019.64
6–9 9 5326.345 6.45 14963.811

9–12 10 4006.984 9 8401.495
12–15 11 3025.014 12 22937.718
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The freshwater consumption for the cycle with exploiting the concept of reuse and recycle is 372.22 kg per cycle. Considering
this concept, the freshwater consumption for was reduced by 41.83% per cycle.

Considering the illustrative example for the time horizon of 168 h in the presence of a central storage, the proposed meth-
odology determines 24 cycles of operation which leaves enough time for the initial and the final period. The results for the
initial and the final period are given in Table 13.

The corresponding Gantt charts for the initial and final period are given in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively.
The objective value representing the total profit for the time horizon of 168 h is 184 731.05 c.u. The total freshwater con-

sumption corresponding for this time horizon in the absence of direct and indirect water reuse/recycle is 9799.845 kg.
Exploiting all possible direct and indirect water reuse/recycle, the total freshwater consumption is reduced by 39.498%.

The freshwater savings results for the time horizon of 168 h in the presence and absence of a central storage vessel are
given in Table 14. The savings for the cyclic period are given per cycle and 24 operating cycles were obtained for both cases.
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Fig. 18. Schedule for the optimum cycle length for the case with central storage.

Table 13
Result for the initial and the final period in the presence of a central storage.

Period Duration (h) Objective function value (c.u.) Water usage without storage (kg) CPU time (s) Freshwater reduction

Initial 8.85 14111.27 592.635 2728.143 19.39%
Final 4.35 42787.5 273.93 98.235 6.94%

Fig. 19. Initial period with storage.
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4.2.1.3. Remarks. From the results presented above, it is evident that the developed methodology can be used to reduce prob-
lems with longer time horizon to a smaller problem which can be solved with ease. The first illustrative example could not be
solved for 48h using the usual technique for wastewater minimisation for short-term time horizon. With the application of
the proposed methodology, the 48 h time horizon in the absence of central storage was reduced to six cycles with a time
horizon of 5.75 h, initial period with a duration of 10.35 h and a final period with a duration of 3.15 h. The second illustrative
example with the time horizon 168 h was reduced 24 h cycles, each cycle with the length of 6.45 h, initial period of 6.7 h and
final period of 6.5 h in the absence of central storage vessel. The global optimality of the presented results cannot be guar-
anteed since the developed methodology is nonlinear. The nonlinearity of the objective function cannot be linearised with
the technique presented in the Appendix. The developed technique is further applied to an industrial case study in the fol-
lowing section, to demonstrate the practical application.
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Fig. 20. Final period with central storage present.

Table 14
Summary of example 2 for 168 h time horizon.

Period With storage Without storage

Duration (h) Savings (%) Duration (h) Savings (%)

Initial 8.85 19.39 6.7 8
Cyclic 6.45 41.83 6.45 16.985
Final 4.35 6.94 6.5 7.08
Overall 168 39.498 168 16.363
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5. Industrial case study

In this section, the developed methodology is applied to an industrial case study to demonstrate practical application. The
case study is taken from a pharmaceuticals facility that produces four types of products, viz. shampoos, deodorants, lotions
and creams. All the products involve mixing and there are four mixing units dedicated to each product i.e. one unit is suitable
for mixing of one product. It is mandatory to wash the unit after every mixing task to ensure product integrity. The residue
mass left in the unit after a mixing operation is given in Table 15. Also given in Table 15 is the necessary information to con-
duct wastewater minimisation and the duration of each mixing operation. Because of different designs of the stirrers in the
mixing vessels, mixing durations vary according to the vessel used. All the mixer have a capacity of 2 ton.
Table 15
Data for the case study.

Mixer Product Residue mass (kg) Max. outlet conc. (kg/kg water) Mass water (kg) Duration (h)

1 Shampoos 15 0.040 576.9 7
2 Deodorants 15 0.045 361.4 5.5
3 Lotions 30 0.050 697.6 11
4 Creams 70 0.060 1238.9 11

Table 16
Maximum inlet concentrations for cleaning operation for the case study.

Mixer Shampoos (kg/kg water) Deodorants (kg/kg water) Lotions (kg/kg water) Creams (kg/kg water)

1 0.014 0 0.007 0.0035
2 0.014 0.0035 0.007 0.007
3 0.014 0 0.007 0.0035
4 0.014 0 0.007 0.0035
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The maximum inlet concentration of each mixer is given in Table 16. It is important to note that the inlet concentration
for the deodorant is zero in mixers 1, 3 and 4 (due to incompatibility of this residue with other residues). Thus, the reuse of
contaminated water resulting from unit 2 to any other unit is forbidden. The duration of the washing operation is 30 min. A
10 ton central storage vessel for water reuse is available.

In addition to the given data, the cost of freshwater is 0.2 c.u./kg of water whilst the effluent treatment cost is 0.3 c.u./kg.
5.1. Results and discussion

The methodology by Majozi and Gouws [16] was applied to the industrial case study to demonstrate the computational
problem short term scheduling techniques for wastewater minimisation have when they are applied to industrial scale prob-
lems. The same objective function used for the illustrative example was used for the industrial case study, i.e. maximisation
of profit per unit time. The results are shown Table 17. The methodology by Majozi and Gouws [16] encountered a compu-
tational difficulty for the time horizon of 168 h and the computational time for the time horizon of 72 h is quite long.
5.1.1. Wastewater minimisation without central storage for 168 h time horizon
The developed methodology was applied to the presented industrial case study. The formulated problem was an MINLP

for both cases, with and without central storage tank. It is important to note that for the case study the raw materials needed
for the mixing are readily available, hence the initial and the final period in this case are not required. The same procedure
followed for the illustrative example to determine the optimal cycle length is followed for the case study. The time horizon
range for determining the optimal cycle length for the case where there is no central storage vessel was chosen to be be-
tween 12 and 72 h, as shown in Table 18. The results for industrial case study without storage tank are presented in
Table 18.
Table 17
Demonstration of computational problems.

Time horizon (h) Objective function CPU (s)

24 41758.062 10.625
48 105167.217 5724.550
72 229163.475 50786.576

168 – –

Table 18
Results for the case study without central storage.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

12–24 7 1740.910 23 55.202
24–36 9 1730.886 24 71.538
36–48 11 1718.852 37.5 984.048
48–60 12 1663.541 48 771.453
60–72 14 1595.436 64 2036.576

Fig. 21. Optimum schedule for the case study without storage vessel.
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As shown in Table 18, the optimum cycle length was determined to be 23 h with a profit per unit time of 1740.910 c.u. per
cycle. The Gantt chart corresponding to the optimum cycle length showing both the production operations and the washing
operations is depicted in Fig. 21. The values in the curly brackets represent the amount of freshwater supplied to the unit and
the value in the square brackets represents the amount of water reused from one operation to another. In the absence of
possible reuse and recycle the amount of freshwater used is 5658.33 kg per cycle which corresponds to a profit per unit time
of 1718.623 c.u. per cycle. Applying the concept of reuse and recycle, the amount of effluent generated was reduced by
18.12% per cycle. Consequently, the average profit per cycle is increased by 1.28%. The overall objective value which repre-
sents the total profit for the time horizon of 168 h is 12 716.21 c.u. This corresponds to a total freshwater consumption of
41 330.41 kg in the absence of reuse and recycle. The reduction in the overall freshwater consumption is the same as the
reduction per cycle for the case study since the initial and the final period are not present, as aforementioned.
5.1.2. Wastewater minimisation with central storage for 168 h time horizon
In a case where a central storage was present, the cycle length was also obtained to be 23 h with the objective function of

1787.278 c.u. per cycle, as shown in Table 19. In the absence of possible reuse and recycle the amount of freshwater required
is 5658.33 kg per cycle which corresponds to a profit per unit time of 1726.775 c.u. per cycle. Applying the concept of reuse
and recycle, the amount of effluent generated was reduced by 45.40% per cycle and the schedule for these results is given
Fig. 22. Consequently, the average profit per cycle is increased by 3.39%. The objective value for the time horizon of 168 h
in the presence of a central storage vessel is 13 054.9 c.u. This corresponds to a total freshwater consumption of
41330.41 kg in the absence of direct and indirect water reuse/recycle. The reduction in the overall freshwater consumption
is the same as the reduction per cycle for the case study since the initial and the final period are not present, as
aforementioned.

For the case of 168 h time horizon, the short term scheduling methodology could not find a solution. Applying the devel-
oped methodology, the time horizon of 168 h can be reduced to 7.304 (�7 cycles) with the length of 23 h. The CPU time for
the optimum cycle length is 64.53 s. The reduction in freshwater usage and wastewater generation for the determined cycle
will be 18.12% per cycle in the absence of central storage vessel and 45.40% per cycle in the presence of the central storage
vessel.

From the presented results of the case study, the developed methodology proves to be capable of reducing an industrial
scale problem to a problem with a smaller time horizon. As mentioned for the illustrative example, the global optimality of
the presented results cannot be proven due to the nonlinearities present in the formulation of the methodology, particularly
in the objective function.
Table 19
Results for the case study with central storage present.

Cycle time range (h) Number of time points Objective function value (c.u.) Optimal cycle time (h) CPU time (s)

12–24 8 1787.278 23 64.53
24–36 9 1750.281 24 87.435
36–48 11 1734.563 37.5 882.361
48–60 13 1683.342 51.5 561.453
60–72 14 1695.436 60 1045.583

Fig. 22. Optimum schedule with the presence of a central storage vessel.
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6. Conclusion

A long-term scheduling methodology for wastewater minimisation in multipurpose batch facilities is presented in this
paper. The main advantage of the presented methodology is the ability to reduce industrial scale problems to a problem with
a smaller time horizon, which can be solved within reasonable CPU time. This is achieved through the exploitation of cyclic
scheduling concepts. The concept of water reuse and recycle is used to minimise wastewater generation. The proposed
methodology optimises both the production schedule and wastewater generation simultaneously. It is applicable to opera-
tions with streams characterised by multiple contaminants, which is more prevalent in industry. The application of the
methodology to an industrial case study has proven its effectiveness. A time horizon of 168 h of the case study was reduced
to seven cycles with the length of 23 h. The total freshwater consumption for the time horizon of 168 h was reduced by
18.12% in the absence of central storage vessel and 45.40% in the presence of the central storage vessel.

Appendix A. Linearisation [16]

To demonstrate the linearisation technique presented in the work by Majozi and Gouws [16], Constraints (4) and (5) in
presented model will be used. The two constraints contain bilinear terms. These nonlinear terms can be linearised according
to the linearisation of bilinear terms proposed by Quesada and Grossmann [23]. The linearisation is as follows.

Let:
Please
batch
cinðsout;j; c;pÞmwinðsout;j; pÞ ¼ C1ðsout;j; c;pÞ;
coutðsout;j; c; pÞmwoutðsout;j;pÞ ¼ C2ðsout;j; c; pÞ;
coutðsout;j0 ; c;pÞmwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j; pÞ ¼ C3ðsout;j0 ; sout;j; c;pÞ:
With each variable having the following bounds
0 6 cinðsout;j; c; pÞ 6 CU
inðsout;j; cÞ:

0 6 mwinðsout;j; pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞ:
0 6 coutðsout;j; c;pÞ 6 CU

outðsout;j; cÞ:
0 6 mwoutðsout;j;pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞ:
0 6 mwrðsout;j0 ; sout;j;pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞ
then the following constraints are true for C1:
C1ðsout;j; c; pÞP 0; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:1Þ

C1ðsout;j; c; pÞP MwUðsout;jÞcinðsout;j; c;pÞ þ CU
inðsout;j; cÞmwinðsout;j; pÞ �MwUðsout;jÞcinðsout;j; c;pÞ; 8j 2 J;

sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C;

C1ðsout;j; c; pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞcinðsout;j; c;pÞ; 8j 2 J; Sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:3Þ

C1ðsout;j; c; pÞ 6 mwinðsout;j; pÞCU
inðsout;j; cÞ; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C ðA:4Þ
and the following constraints are true for C2:
C2ðsout;j; c; pÞP 0; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:5Þ

C2ðsout;j; c; pÞPMwUðsout;jÞcoutðsout;j; c;pÞ þ CU
outðsout;j; cÞmwinðsout;j;pÞ �MwUðsout;jÞCU

outðsout;j; cÞ;
8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:6Þ

C2ðsout;j; c; pÞ 6 mwoutðsout;jÞCU
outðsout;j; cÞ; 8j 2 J; Sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:7Þ
and the following constraints are true for C3:
C3ðsout;j0 ; sout;j; c;pÞP 0; 8j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:8Þ

C3ðsout;j0 ; sout;jc; pÞPMwUðsout;jÞcoutðsout;j0 ; c; pÞ þ CU
outðsout;j0 ; cÞmwrðsout;j0 ;pÞ �MwUðsout;jÞCU

outðsout;j; cÞ;
8j0 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:9Þ

C3ðsout;j; sout;j; c;pÞ 6 MwUðsout;jÞCoutðsout;j0 ; c;pÞ; 8j0; j 2 J; sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:10Þ

C3ðsout;j0 ; sout;jc; pÞ 6 mwrðsout;j;pÞCU
outðsout;j0 ; cÞ; 8j0 2 J; Sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C: ðA:11Þ
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Fig. A1. Solution procedure from Majozi and Gouws [16].
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Substituting the above linearised variables into Constraints (4) and (5) gives Constraints (A.12) and (A.13):
Please
batch
C2ðsout;j; c; pÞ ¼ C1ðsout;j; c; p� 1Þ þMðsout;j; cÞywðsout;j;p� 1Þ; 8j 2 J; Sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C; ðA:12Þ

C1ðsout;j; c; pÞ ¼ C3ðsout;j0 ; sout;j; c;pÞ; 8j0 2 J; Sout;j 2 Sout;j; p 2 P; c 2 C: ðA:13Þ
The same linearisation procedure can be followed to linearise any source of nonlinearity in the model with the exception of
the nonlinearity present in the objective function.

The solution procedure presented in Fig. A1 is followed when the nonlinear terms in the model are linearised. It is impor-
tant to mention that for presented model, global optimality cannot be guaranteed through the application of this solution
procedure. However, this procedure can be used to provide a feasible starting point prior to solving the exact model.
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